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Introduction 
System Architecture is the collection of independent 

components that are connected or interacted through 

the well defined connectors. One component can 

interact with another with the set of defined 

agreements. There are many different system 

architectures like layer architecture, pipe filter 

architecture, broker architecture, blackboard 

architecture, enterprise architecture and many more. 

We consider Enterprise Architecture [EA] in this 

thesis as our case study. Enterprise Architecture is a 

kind of architecture in which there are collections of 

enterprises as components and the interrelation 

among them as connectors. We understand the 

enterprises as a collection of organization with almost 

same goal. It also can be thought as a business 

association, that has the set of functions and these 

functions are able to operate independently and also 

interact with each other as per the need of enterprises. 

Enterprise architecture [BA] is the approach of 

understanding different elements of the enterprise. 

Elements could be processes, data, services, 

businesses, technologies. Enterprise architecture is 

globally accepted. The use of EA is moving very fast. 

There are many success stories of EA in Japan, 

China, and Russia. 

 

Cloud Computation 
A cloud is the type of parallel and distributed system 

consisting of a collection of inter-connected and 

virtualized computers that are dynamically 

provisioned and presented as one or more unified 

computing resources based upon the service level 

agreements [SLA] established through negotiation 

between service provider and service user. 

 

The service provider provides the following main 

services to the service user. These are as follows: 

• Software as a Service [SaaS] 

• Platform as a Service [PaaS] 

• Infrastructure as a Service [laaS] 

 

The user can put the demand on any one of the above 

services from service provider and pay back the 

charge. The cloud computing is very new paradigm 

of computing but the concept of it has already been 

used many years ago in the capacity of Cluster 

Computing and Grid Computing. Many people still  

argue on the existence of cloud computing saying it is 

new version of Grid computing or it is extension of 

Cluster computing. We found that cloud computing 

has some features inherited from Grid and Cluster. If 

we think it in terms of Object Oriented Analysis and  

 

Design Concept [OOAD], cloud computing is sub 

class and grid and cluster are the super class. It is the 

multiple inheritances. 

 

Cloud Computing in OOAD concept, Cluster 

computing and Grid computing are acting as super 

class. We keep only main attributes in both of the 

super classes like, commodity computers, operating 

system, ownership, service, user management and 

service price. These super classes have the same 

methods as computing. The cloud computing is 

subclass. As per the principles of OOAD, the 

subclass ‘cloud computing’ inherits from multiple 

super classes like cluster and grid. Cloud computing 

has taken commodity computers and high end 

computers as one of the attributes from both super 

classes. Service Level Agreement [SLA] has been 

inherited by grid computing. There are many more 

features inherited by these super classes but we show 

only few of them here in. 

 

Existing System 
Existing System shows the current government 

structure in developing countries. This type of 

structure is found even in some of the developed 

countries. In a government there are many ministries 

like ministry of home affairs, ministry of education, 

ministry of finance etc. Each ministry has different 

set of tasks to do and most of the time, while doing 

its own task it needs collaborative helps from other 

ministries. There is a need of inter-ministry 

interaction. The dotted line among the ministries 

shows that the need of interaction but not occurred 

online basis. They share or distribute data physically. 
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In existing system each ministry performs its task by 

its own capability. We can see in above figure that 

each ministry has separate local infrastructure for 

their computation work. It includes the resources like 

CPUs, servers, networks, database and security 

system. A ministry decides its requirement and tries 

to get it by itself. They have to purchase, operate, 

manage, and upgrade by themselves. They make their 

system without considering others domains or other 

requirements. There is no resource sharing 

9meehanism in the existing system. A government 

has to provide same types of resources to every 

ministry.  

 

Problem of Existing System 
The task and effort of managing the required 

resources is so high that ministry cannot focus on its 

goal. They try to manage and use the resources 

maximum but the probability of being idle or doing 

nothing by these resources’ is high. 

 

Maintenance cost of these resources is also very high. 

Each ministry has to allocate huge amount of budget 

for this. A government has a big challenge in 

managing the huge budget, specially now a days 

when entire world is facing economic crisis. Besides 

these, the existing system does not provide the 

smooth flow of interaction among the ministries. One 

ministry cannot share the data from another ministry 

and vice versa. Neither there is data sharing 

mechanisms in existing system nor others resource 

sharing mechanism. There is lots of duplication of 

same works by ministries. These problems have a 

negative effect to the citizen. The citizen has to visit 

more than one ministry to get some simple work 

done. Let’s take an example; citizen who needs the 

passport to be made has to visit at least three 

ministries like, Ministry of Foreign Affairs for the 

passport book, Ministry of Home to get the police or 

criminal records, Ministry of Health to get the health 

record In some country citizen has to make more than 

three visits to just get the passport. 

 

In existing system, even intra-departments interaction 

is also not reliable and smooth within the ministry. 

Among them the incompatibility among the different 

data is very big issues at present scenario because 

they do not consider or follow the standardization 

while developing the system or any application. 

These problems have made a big frustration to the 

citizens. This is one of the reasons why citizen is not 

happy or satisfy with the performances of ministry. 

They have lot of complains against the ministry. 

 

 

Proposed Architecture in Terms of EA 
If we think of the problems identified in above 

section, we find the problems like interoperability, 

resource sharing, managing the resources, managing 

the enough budgets and ultimately satisfying the 

citizens. In order to solve the above mentioned 

problems especially in the data movement issues, 

resource sharing, etc., we propose the following 

architecture as a solution. We try to address the 

problems with Enterprise Architecture [EA]. In EA, 

the core part is middleware so we start the making 

the architecture with the basic concept of 

middleware.  

 

The architecture given in the basic core architecture 

to address the above problems. We use the concept of 

Service Oriented Architecture [SOA]  for this 

purpose, Service Oriented Architecture [SOA] is one 

of the software architectures. This architecture is also 

based upon two different actors i.e. service provider 

and service receiver [users]. This architecture is very 

popular and matured in providing the best services to 

the authorized users. We even can think to use the 

service provider in cloud computing system that takes 

the work load of forwarding the user’s request to the 

cloud service provider. We discuss this part in our. 

After referring SOA in this section with brief 

concept, we try to use it in Enterprise Architecture in 

details.  

 

A. Enterprise Architecture 
Enterprise architecture based upon the service 

oriented architecture there are four main components. 

They are: Stakeholder unit, Middleware, Government 

Enterprises and Service Data Store. If we compare 

between we see stakeholders unit, middleware and 

government enterprises of Figure is equivalent to 

service users, service handler and service provider. 

The main objective of this architecture is to provide 

services to the citizens. A citizen makes a request 

through stakeholder unit at any approach. They may 

use certain portals, application software or common 

web browser. The request of service is forwarded to 

the middleware. In the middleware, there are three 

sub components i.e. Service Assembly, Main 

Middleware and service Interface. The citizen’s 

service is first received by Service Assembly. It 

collects the services and categorizes it and forwards 

to the main middleware. The main middleware access 

the service data store and try to locate the service 

provider. The service data store keeps the details of 

service provider and respective services. Once the 

specific service provider is found then the request is 

provided to the Service Interface. Service Interface 

converts the request format into relevant format so 

that service provider understands the request. The 

Service Interface plays the prime roles to 

communicate among different, heterogeneous data 

and message models uses by different service 

provider. This enhances the issues of interoperability. 

Interoperability is the back bone of Enterprise 
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Architecture interoperability is not solution of a day. 

It has different levels like semantic, syntactic and 

seamless interoperability. This level is classified 

based upon the maturity of interoperability. 

 

The above architecture solves the problem of 

interoperability and data sharing among the different 

ministries. But these features do not satisfy the 

function of government especially if we consider e-

governance system. Interoperability and data sharing 

are needed but at the same time we need the reliable, 

affordable cost effective system where the identified 

problems can be solved. In order to address these 

challenges we propose the above Enterprise 

Architecture [EA] in cloud environment. This means 

we use could system for existing government system 

in which we can obtain the features of Enterprise 

Architecture also. The gives the representation of 

government system with the flavor of Enterprise 

Architectures.  We show this architecture with cloud 

computing system 

 
Enterprise Architecture in Cloud Computing 

Proposed Solution 

1) Proposed cloud system 

We update the existing government framework as 

shown in as our proposed architecture in. We use 

cloud computing technology here. We use the 

features of cloud computing. We can see many 

ministries that play the role in function the 

government of a nation. Each ministry has the 

different responsibilities. As we have said in our 

previous section, among many responsibilities of a 

ministry the main responsibility is to serve the citizen 

with appropriate services. Information and 

communication Technology [ICT] is the approach to 

get the objective of each ministry. ICT itself is an 

example of required resources and it has the different 

roles of networking, computing, storing etc. Each 

ministry in existing system in it has to manage the 

pool of ICT resources. While managing the resources 

there is a need of buying thousands of PCs , servers, 

networking devices, buying software, paying license 

fees, protecting the system from unauthorized access, 

cleaning the system and many more. At the same 

time, there is a need of set of human resources to 

handle these resources. Exploring the human experts, 

training them, upgrading them and monitoring them 

take huge efforts as well as huge budget. This is the 

why; most of the time and efforts of a ministry goes 

for managing these resources rather than providing 

quality of services to the citizens. Ministry is 

deviated from its objective or goal and gets involve 

more and more time in managing these resources. 

Here in this thesis, we propose to provide all these 

resources to ministries in terms of services through 

the cloud computing. While addressing the resource 

challenges we distinguish the type of function of each 

ministry. In general, a ministry has two types of 

functions. One the function that is required inside the 

system boundary i.e. intra-ministry function and 

other one is the function that is required to 

collaborate with other ministries outside the system 

boundary i.e. inter- ministry function. In order to 

address the intra-ministry function we propose the 

private cloud and for inter- ministry function we 

propose the public cloud. In Figure 5, each ministry 

has its own private cloud and can access to its public 

cloud as well. The confidential data and local 

computing can be conducted in private cloud whereas 

sharing data and complex computing can be done in 

public cloud. The selection of cloud is entirely 

depends upon the discretion of the ministry. The 

ministry can use public cloud for complex 

computation, huge data storage and communication 

as services. The resources in the public cloud can be 

shared among all ministries. This features of cloud 

computing removes the burden of ministry to manage 

the resources. Everything is managed by cloud 

provider, only ministry has to pay to the cloud 

service provider as per the uses. 
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